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President’s News
Allen Berg

As most people already know, June 11th is our annual
Open Fun Fly. I hope all of you can make it. Lenny
Schroeder has been doing a great job setting everything
up, even though he will not be able to attend. I hope all
the people who volunteered will show up and not only help,
but compete in the events - it should be a great time for
everyone. This event is where we get to show off our
pride as Meroke’s – make sure to wear your Meroke
shirts and hats.
This Sunday is the start of our monthly fun fly’s and the
One Fly program. I hope to see all of you out there
participating. When I ran for this position I did so for
the sole reason of making the club fun and a place where
everyone can participate. I don’t care what your skill
level is, because the fun fly’s are social events as well as
fun competitions. Remember this is your club, you pay
due’s taht pay for these events.
Now for some business news. I have been looking over
our budget and think the club is doing a lot better
financially than we did the last couple of years. The club
is spending less money but providing the same
membership benefits as always, I would like to thank all
the board members and other volunteers who stepped up
to make this happen. Because we are saving money it
allows us to offer more to you – our members.
This club is run completely by volunteers and for the last
ten years, the club has had the same people doing most
of the work. This year, we have an almost completely new
board and panel of officers. 80% of the people running
the club this year have never been involved before. I
believe this has helped make the club more dynamic and
forward thinking. The problem though is it takes a long
time for these members to learn their positions. With
this in mind, I thought it would be a good time to see
what the members think of the current board, and if
there is anything we can do to make the club better.
Please feel free to contact us.

From the Editor
Russell Rhine

We go into a Home Depot and spend about $4 for an 8
foot 2x4 and think that it’s a high price to pay for a
piece of wood. But we think nothing of spending the same
money for a 3 foot x 6 inch x 1/8 inch piece of balsa.
And we normally just don’t buy one piece. Have you ever
asked yourself – why is balsa wood so expensive? – I did
and I searched the Internet for “why”.
Most of the balsa wood sold is found in the rain forests
of Central South America – specifically Ecuador. Seems
that country has the best conditions (heat, lots of rain
and good drainage) and it flourishes on high grounds near
rivers. He word balsa is Spanish and means raft (get it –
rafts float as balsa wood does). You don’t find whole
areas of balsa trees (actually considered weeds) as they
are intermixed with all of the other trees. In fact you
might only find one or two trees in an acre of land.
Like weeds they grow out of control - some to heights of
60 to 90 feet with diameters of up to 45 inches. The
trees are harvested by a team of 2 Ecuadorians armed
with machetes and an oxen to haul them out of the
jungle.
Balsa is light because there is very little lignin (“glue”)
that holds the thin-walled balsa cells together. Balsa
wood varies greatly in weight. A cubic foot of balsa can
weigh anywhere from 4 to 24 pounds. Most balsa we buy
for model airplanes is between 8 and 12 pounds per cubic
pound.
Balsa, much to my surprise, is only the 4th lightest wood
in the world. The top three are very weak and can not be
used in any practical application. And a bigger surprise –
balsa, pound for pond, is the strongest wood available in
the world.

From Phil Friedensohn: At this web site
http://www.pivot.net/~acarr/ron/ron.htm
you can find a free flight simulator
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Letters to the Editor
I read and enjoy the newsletter every month, and you've
really done a lot to make it interesting and useful. Just
one suggestion, which you might like to take under
consideration:

Static Results

Mark

Some of the articles do not have a by-line with them. It
would be nice to know who wrote the article, so if you
want to you can get in touch with them about a point in it;
or just to see the source of the information in it.
In the May issue, I was wondering who wrote the article
about Fast Charging on page 7. I assume it would be you?
And in the April issue I wonder if you wrote the Novice
Notes? A by-line would be nice, just so a reader can
know where the info is coming from.
Keep up the great work!
Best regards, Martin (Greenberg)

Static scores through the meeting of May 4th

---------------------------------------------------------------My Name is Vin Pollizzotto and I am an old-time member
of the Merokes. I was everything from editor of Smoke
Signals to the President. My wife and I moved to
Tennessee about three years ago. We find it much easier
to live here. The taxes are very low and car and home
insurances are about one-third as up north. My flying
field is 10 minutes away, and it is maintained by the park
department. We have a 100 x 400 foot paved runway
The most flyers we have at the field on a crowded day
might be fifteen, and during the week there are only
three to five flyers. I was one of the original Merokes to
obtain the field at Cedar Creek and I know how it has
grown. Enough for now, have a great day and regards to
the old-timers at the club.
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Built-up

Stand-off Scale

Len Schroeder
Jack DeFranza
Mark Klein
Jerry Koenig
Mark Klein
Mark Klein
Built-up

P-51D
F9F Panther
Cub
Eindecker
P-51B
Spitfire
Sport

None
Pilot’s Choice
Jack DeFranza
Mark Klein
Jerry Koenig
Len Schroeder
Mark Klein
Mark Klein
Brian
Jerry Koenig
Pilot’s Choice
Len Schroeder
Tony Pollio
Charlie Lando
Bob McClay
Charles Meyer
Jerry Koenig

Built-up
F9F Panther
Cub
Eindecker
P-51D
P-51B
Spitfire
P-38
Tiger 60
ARF
Corsair
Chipmunk
Mariner 40
F4F Wildcat
Radio Shack Heli
Tiger 60 ARF

Judges’ Scores
(5 to 50)
44.5
43.83
39.54
37.40
34.50
34.75
Judges’ Scores
(5 to 50)
Score (1 to 5)
4.87
4.53
4.40
4.40
4.20
4.09
3.80
3.75
Score (1 to 5)
4.92
4.28
4.03
3.69
3.35
2.75
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Nelson Ramos’ Chipmunk

Novice Notes

The continuing Saga of Building a Plane from Plans
Basic Setup for Fuel Tanks
Hi Guys! Following are some photos of my project (as of
April 7th). The fuselage is fully constructed with the
electronics installed, fiberglass cowl and canopy cut to
fit. Three switches - one for the radio @ 4.8V and two
switches for servo power @6V each, two on board ESV
(voltmeters) to monitor radio and servo power. Now I
have to work on the wing (
).

Almost completed fuselage with pilot figure painted by
Mrs. Ramos

Follow these simple guidelines and you will avoid many
fuel-related problems:
·

For fuel (nitro) engines use the proper size
silicone tubing – 1/16” ID for engines .15 size
and smaller, 3/32” ID for engines .15 to .75
and 1/8” ID for engines larger than .75.

·

For gas engines – use neoprene or special
Tygon-brand tubing.

·

On a regular basis with a squeeze bulb test
lines for any nicks or pinholes.

·

The clunk should not touch the back of the
tank when the airplane is vertical.

·

Engine vibration could cause the fuel to foam
and result in engine over-heating so wrap tank
in foam rubber.

·

Use silicone sealant in the firewall for all
tubing that passes through it.

·

Install the tank so that its centerline is 3/8
to 1/2” below the carburetor’s spraybar.

·

Since most tanks are opaque, mark the lines
so you know which is the vent and which is the
fuel line.

2006 Cedar Creek Aerodrome Permits
2006 Aerodrome permits are now on sale. They are on
sale Tuesday through Saturday (11AM to 4PM) at the
Administration Office of Cedar Creek. You must show
your 2006 AMA card, your driver’s license and a valid
Nassau County Leisure Pass. The permit cost is $20.

To receive the latest edition of Smoke Signals directly to your
Email account monthly, send a message to

Installation of Saito 4-stroke engine
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Merokenews@optonline.net, or call 516-484-0368.
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Balancing Your Model Airplane
The relationship of a model’s wing center of lift to its center of gravity (CG) is critical for longitudinal stability. Engines of different
makes but of the same displacement vary in weight, as do electric motors and battery packs and onboard receivers and their
batteries. On completion, the model may or may not be balanced correctly. Flying the model without checking its CG location
invites trouble.
The center of lift (CL) of a wing of a
constant width (chord) from tip to tip is
easily located. It is on the wing's
centerline at a point 25% of the width
behind the leading edge (see Figure
1).
The CG is the focal or balancing point
of the weights of all the model’s
components. It, too, is easily located
by suspending the model from its CL.
The CG will seek, pendulum-like, to
move to the lowest position. If the
model hangs "nose down," the CG is
in front of the CL. If it hangs level, the
CG is vertically in line with the CL. If it
hangs "nose up," the CG is aft of the CL.
Longitudinal stability is stability in the pitch axis. A degree of this stability is essential for the model to return to level flight of its
own volition after being disturbed by a gust or when the control sticks are centered, after a maneuver.
Position 1: CG ahead of the CL
Position 2: CG vertically in line with the CL
Position 3: CG aft of the CL
Position 1 (see Figure 2)
Here, the CG is at 20 percent of the wing’s width or chord and 5 percent ahead of the CL; on a wing of 10-inch chord, the CL is at
2.5 inches from the leading edge, and the CG is at 2 inches, 1/2 inch ahead of the CL. Lift upward at the CL and weight downward
ahead of the CL forms a moment to move the model’s nose downward (a moment is force times distance).
If the model weighs 100 ounces, the
moment is 1/2 inch x 100 ounces or 50
oz.-in. For level flight, a horizontal tail
download is required. If the tail’s CL is
25 inches behind the CG, a download
of 2 ounces will provide the balancing
force, i.e., 2x25 = 50 oz.-in. This
download is obtained by a few degrees
of up-elevator trim, using the
transmitter’s elevator-trim lever.
Centrifugal force is familiar to all. In a
car, when a driver turns a corner,
centrifugal force tries to make the
vehicle continue straight on. Only the
friction of the tires on the road permits
the car to turn.
An airplane resists centrifugal force by tilting or banking the wings towards the center of the turn and by increasing the wing’s lift
by up-elevator on the control stick. The increased and inward slope of the lift counters both the model’s weight and centrifugal
force. For example, a model flying at 55mph on a turn radius of 200 feet will encounter centrifugal force of 1 G, or one times the
model’s weight. This plus the model’s weight totals 2 G, or twice the model’s weight. Tight turns at high speed can result in loads
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of 7 or 8 G, and this calls for sturdy structures.
Refer to Figure 2; the increase in weight ahead of the CL and the increase in wing lift double the nose-down moment and require
an increase in tail-down force, thus requiring more up-elevator. As elevator travel is limited, the plane may run out of it; it may not
have enough to flare for landing and will have limited maneuverability. However, the forward CG moderately increases elevator
effectiveness in dives. The forward CG does increase the pitch stability. The model is easy to fly.
A forward CG is recommended for novices. Moving the CG further forward, say to 15 percent of the wing’s width, will further
increase the pitch stability—but at the expense of further reductions in maneuverability.

Position 2 (see Figure 3)
Here, the CG is vertically in line with
tCL. Weight is directly opposed by
lift with little or no load on the
elevators, whose potential is
undiminished. Pitch stability, while
reduced from that of the forward
CG, is good and the model is
mobile. This is the one suitable for
the experienced flier.
Position 3 (see Figure 4)
The CG is aft of the CL at 30
percent of the wing’s chord and 5
percent behind the CL. Centrifugal force acting behind the CL adds to the elevator’s effectiveness. The pitch stability is reduced,
but the model is highly mobile. For equilibrium, a small upload at the tail is required. This is the CG location for the expert pilot.
For gas or glow-engine models, the fuel tank is close behind the engine and well ahead of the CL. As fuel is consumed, the CG
will slowly shift aft by up to 2 or 3 percent of the wing’s width, dangerously decreasing pitch stability. For this reason, the aft CG
location at 30 percent should be established with an empty fuel tank. Electric models do not have this problem.
Note that on our 10-inch-chord wing, the CG range or envelope is only 1 inch from position 1 to position 3, but it has a major
impact on flight characteristics.
location of the CG relative to the CL has a minor bearing on pitch stability. A high wing or cabin model has its CG well below the
CL. A degree of pendulum stability exists. A mid-wing model’s CG and CL are very close so that there is little or no pendulum
stability. A low wing model’s CG is above the CL, which does reduce stability, like an upside-down pendulum, but only to a small
degree.
Now, the model has been finished,
and it is time to locate the CG at any
one of the three suggested locations.
On gas or glow-engine models, the
only components that can be moved
to correct the CG location are the
receiver and its battery. If this is not
effective, the only resort is to use
ballast—up front for tail heaviness or
behind the CG for nose heaviness.
The farther from the CG, the less
ballast required. Ballast takes many
forms. The best, by consensus is lead
shot coated with glue. The amount of
weight to be added is easily obtained,
and the pellets are self-adhering in out-of-sight locations. An electric model’s battery pack is fairly heavy so that shifting its location
should permit the CG to be moved to the desired location without ballast. While the model is suspended at its CL, check that the
wings are level. If they are not, the lower side is heavier—an undesirable condition. The correction is to add ballast to the tip of the
opposite, higher wing. Happy landings!
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Aerial View of Cedar Creek Aerodrome

Photo provided by Elias Miranda
Items for sale: Meroke hats $11.00 Meroke patches $4.00 Meroke license plate frames 3:00 each
For Meroke clothing, go to www.sewbusy.com

Jerry Koenig (516-796-0481) has the
following items to sell:

Kyosho fully equipped
Caliber 30 Heli - $800

Japanese Zero ARF, .46 Evolution,
Futaba servos, hi-band - $200

30 size helicopter - $50
2-axis autopilot - $75

Great Planes G2 Simulator - $100

Traxxas Tmax all-aluminum, 2-speed,
synthesized radio, bag & ground
equipment - $1000

Hangar 9, 120 lite 82’”ARF, with all
linkage and gear - $150

all

Futaba

The Blue Angels flew their first flight
demonstration in 1946 at the
Jacksonville, Florida Naval Air
Station in Grumman F6F Hellcats
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Meroke Members - June 2006
Abruzzo, Tom
Acovino, Fiore
Anzaldi, Frank
Battaglia, Peter
Bell, David
Berg, Allen
Berg, Ron
Betts, Rob
Blum, Stan
Boll, Patrick*
Boll, Richard
Cagan, Alan
Carley, George
Cieslewicz, Joe*
Closs, George
Colquhoun, Robert**
Comerford, Matthew
Cott, Thomas
Crescenzo, Massimo
Cruz-Ortiz, Angel
Czeto, Joseph
DeFranza, Jack
DeSena, John
Di Bartolomeo, Bob
Doell, Gunter
Dormeus, Emile
Dougherty, Bill
Elbers, Mike
Folz, Charles
Frey, Richard
Frie, Douglas
Friedensohn, Philip
Garavelli, Gene
Gatto, Greg
Giattini, Peter*
Giraldo, Jose
Giroffi, Nick
Gramegna, Daniel
Greenberg, Martin
Grimaldi, Tony
Hammer, Alvan
Heaney, Richard
Henken, Robert
Heinz, Peter
Henery, Herb

516-796-2078
516-432-1730
516-775-4956
516-771-0047
516-633-0034
516-781-3911
516-313-2866
631-225-6744
516-623-5839
516-596-1613
516-596-1613
516-378-0393
516-798-6709
516-781-6236
631-209-2022
516-735-0255
516-698-1354
516-433-1441
718-296-2096
718-358-6581
516-938-6268
516-741-7581
516-759-2555
516-433-5608
516-804-3144
516-328-2988
516-931-0091
516-379-3185
631-587-7471
516-593-1444
516-481-4089
718-896-1339
516-796-5540
516-371-1204
516-326-1793
516-783-4057
516-681-7036
516-795-4837
516-678-2935
516-872-0683
516-731-0755
516-931-0620
516-433-3444
631-477-0320
631-665-6274

Owner
Big Apple Hobbies
171-67 46th Avenue
Flushing, NY 12345
718-460-5671
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Hubner, William
Klein, Mark
Koenig, Gerald*
Koenig, Jerry
Kolakowski, Gene
Korderas, Chris
Korderas, John*
Kreutel, Irving**
Lando, Charles
Lang Sr., Tom
Lang, Frank
Leibman, Jerry
Lima, John**
Lobozza, Mike
Loffredo, Steven*
Longo, Joe
Lovisolo, Michael*
Lovisolo, Nicholas*
Mandel, Ken
Maran, Bob
Markel, Andy
McClay, Bob
McGrath, Frank
McManus, Thomas
Melnik, Rich
Messina, Roland
Meyer, Charles
Miceli, Philip
Miranda, Elias
Monti, John
Montoya, Daniel
Moses, Richard
Mueller, Kurt
Murphy, Linda
Murphy, Timothy
Nonnemacher, Ralph**
Nurhan, Said
Nurhan, Steven*
O’Grady, Terry
Oneta, Tom
Ortiz, Henry**
Pawlak, John
Pedalino, Tony
Perry, Keith
Peters, Robert**

516-798-0077
516-326-0855
516-579-7643
516-796-0481
516-599-3875
516-756-0908
516-756-0908
516-799-7422
516-826-4054
718-225-5537
718-225-5537
516-334-1153
516-872-6698
516-735-3348
516-561-3198
516-781-7144
516-520-1631
516-520-1631
516-935-3536
516-579-7268
516-623-4480
516-390-5361
631-368-8646
516-644-5798
718-343-7257
516-735-8193
516-593-4006
516-798-8291
516-454-7917
516-777-7025
631-969-5679
516-378-1804
516-799-0635
631-369-8891
516-837-8473
516-352-1782
516-546-6666
516-546-6666
516-678-4766
516-0741-1374
516-354-1496
718-565-7130
718-894-3363
516-551-9514
631-691-3986

Pinto, Louis
Pollio, Tony
Porqueddu, Rick
Ramos, Nelson
Restivo, Charlie
Reynolds, Bob
Rhine, Russell
Richichi, Sal
Rifkin, Andrew
Rosenberg, Stuart
Rosenthal, Larry
Rothman, Stan**
Rubinson, Al
Savarese, Frank**
Savarese, Pat**
Schack, Ernie**
Schroeder, James*
Schroeder, Len
Schulaski, John
Schulkind, Harold
Scotto, Tom
Seddio, Sal**
Severance, Chris*
Severance, John
Sito, Patrick
Smith, Ed
Smith, Robin
Stone, Jack**
Stamile, Ray
Streb, Bill
Townsend, John**
Tramuta, Jack
Underdue, Curtis
Weiner, Al
Wohlgemuth, Bob
Zafonte, John
Zarem, Bernard**

516-785-6890
516-794-9637
516-796-3842
516-483-3453
631-271-3226
516-775-4377
516-484-0368
516-798-6036
516-766-7109
631-424-2999
516-333-7309
516-826-6723
516-798-6991
718-726-7794
516-735-3277
516-481-1814
516-596-9747
516-599-0235
516-680-3952
718-225-1388
516-731-3257
516-747-8122
516-735-2458
516-735-2458
516-437-5648
516-466-5420
516-433-3060
516-791-7380
516-887-8766
516-378-4872
516-785-1965
516-524-5164?
917-213-4459
516-868-5674
516-546-6717
516-561-3087
516-735-9329

* Junior Members
** Lifetime Members
Regular Members
Total Members

11
14
102
127

The Meroke RC Club supports these local hobby shops
Long Island Raceway & Hobby
909 Conklin Street
Farmingdale, NY 12345
631-845-7223

Willis Hobbies
123 Willis Avenue
Mineola, NY 12345
516-742-5599

Unique Hobbies
36 Sunrise Highway
Baldwin, NY 11510
516-223-3027
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Nelson Ramos’ Super Chipmunk Project - see page 5 for more information

The Smoke Signals is published monthly by the Merokes Radio Control Club located in Long Island, New York. For information E-mail
merokenews@optonline.net. Views expressed in Smoke Signals are those of the writers. They do not necessarily represent the views of the club,
its members, or officers.

Smoke Signals welcomes all letters and comments. Permission is granted to reproduce anything printed in Smoke

Signals as long as the source and author are credited.

Smoke Signals
c/o Meroke RC Club
217 Forest Street
Roslyn Heights, New York 11577

Pay a visit to our website - http://www.meroke.com

